
Implen NanoPhotometer® N50-Touch
Used for Supporting COVID-19 Testing

The global COVID-19 pandemic has affected nearly every country in the World – changing 
how we live, work and the way we interact. Now more than ever, countries are looking to their 
researchers and scientists for solutions and a path for moving forward. New mobile labs and 
testing facilities are being established in countries across the world.

The spread of COVID-19 in Indonesia is occurring at a rapid rate. Indonesia now has one of the 
highest numbers of confirmed COVID-19 cases in all of Southeast Asia, according to numbers 
released by their government. To help prevent further spread and facilitate the detection of 
COVID-19 in the community, the State Intelligence Agency/Badan Intelijen Negara (BIN) of 
the Republic of Indonesia has established mobile laboratories for COVID-19 testing. The first 
four of the new mobile labs have been dedicated to serving communities where COVID-19 
cases are most prevalent.
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Each mobile laboratory consists of equipment for extracting COVID-19 samples and 
instruments for viral detection using Real Time PCR method. One of the supporting 
instruments in the mobile laboratory is the Implen NanoPhotometer® N50-Touch. The  
N50-Touch UV/VIS spectrophotometer is used for detecting the concentration of extracted 
viral RNA prior to Real Time RT-PCR. The Indonesian government (through BIN) purchased 
a total of 4 NanoPhotometer® N50-Touch to outfit their mobile labs. Implen’s distribution 
partner in Indonesia, Pt. GeneCraft Labs is providing comprehensive workflow solutions to 
BIN and is installing the NanoPhotometer® instruments.

The NanoPhotometer® N50-Touch was chosen as the best fit for the BIN labs due to the 
instruments’ accuracy and consistent measurement results. The device is trusted by researchers 
worldwide to provide comprehensive measurement data. Additionally, the NanoPhotometer® 
is easy to use with an intuitive user interface and multiple options for quick data transfer.

Endless Connectivity

Flexible Unit Control and  
Ultimate Data Security

Built-in File Server for data access  
from Windows and Mac computers

Print to Airprint™ & HP Universal  
Driver compatible printers as  
well as DYMO Label printers

REST API for LIMS integration

Computer (Windows & Mac)
Built-in touchscreen

Smartphone / Tablet (Android OS & iOS)
Proprietary NPOS immune to known threats

Microvolume Capability  
Starting with only 0.3 µl of sample 

WiFi HotSpot LAN

Scan
2.5 - 4 seconds per reading 
200 to 650 nm
Resolution 5 nm

Certainty in Real Time  
Impurity and air bubble recognition with 
Sample Control™ and Blank Control™

World’s smallest footprint in its class: only 20 x 20 x 12 cm
No reconditioning, no recalibration and no regular maintenance ever
Stand-alone operation with built-in 7” glove compatible touch screen

Universal data output: Excel and PDF | Multi Language User Interface | Barcode ready | 32 GB of onboard memory
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